Humans map numbers upon a mental number line (MNL) on which small integers are placed to the left of larger ones [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Here, we show that human adults systematically shift the subjective midpoints of number intervals away from the borders separating contiguous tens along the MNL. Number intervals are erroneously bisected further to the right the closer they are to the left starting point of the tens and further to the left the closer they are to the right endpoint of the tens. Similarly, right-brain-damaged patients neglecting the left side of the MNL [10] [11] [12] show enhanced pathological rightward deviation in the bisection of number intervals located toward the left starting point of the tens and reduced deviation for intervals located toward the right endpoint of the tens. These data disclose the effects that the recursive grouping of symbolic decimal numerals within the tens has brought on the phylogenetically and ontogenetically foregoing spatial representation of magnitudes [13] [14] [15] [16] .
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Summary
Humans map numbers upon a mental number line (MNL) on which small integers are placed to the left of larger ones [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Here, we show that human adults systematically shift the subjective midpoints of number intervals away from the borders separating contiguous tens along the MNL. Number intervals are erroneously bisected further to the right the closer they are to the left starting point of the tens and further to the left the closer they are to the right endpoint of the tens. Similarly, right-brain-damaged patients neglecting the left side of the MNL [10] [11] [12] show enhanced pathological rightward deviation in the bisection of number intervals located toward the left starting point of the tens and reduced deviation for intervals located toward the right endpoint of the tens. These data disclose the effects that the recursive grouping of symbolic decimal numerals within the tens has brought on the phylogenetically and ontogenetically foregoing spatial representation of magnitudes [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Results
Over centuries of cultural evolution, the use of the numeral system with base ten has gained widespread acceptance among humans [17] . Although the origin of decimals is likely to be traced back to counting with fingers on both hands [17] [18] [19] , its success relies on the possibility of precisely representing the quantity and the rank of any set of items with a limited set of symbols and rules. However, symbolic numerals follow, both phylogenetically and ontogenetically, nonsymbolic numerical representations, which are tailored on the way the brain represents visual space and allow for approximate estimation of numerosity [13] [14] [15] [16] 20] . Spatial coding influenced both the highest achievements of mathematical thought, as for example the invention of Cartesian coordinates, and the shaping of basic computational strategies. Among these, there is the habit of aligning numbers on the mental equivalent of a visual line, the mental number line (MNL). Psychophysical studies [9, 21] and investigations on brain-damaged patients [10] [11] [12] show that in left-to-right reading cultures, ascending numerical values are implicitly ranked from left to right. Introspective reports from left-to-right readers experiencing explicit mental spatial arrangements of numbers, i.e., ''number form synaestheses'' [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , confirm the prevalent left-to-right orientation of the MNL. However, the same reports also show that the shape of the MNL exhibits considerable variability: it frequently develops horizontally but can also be experienced as being vertical or with alternating horizontal, vertical, diagonal, or curved segments. Despite these variations, all of these accounts are remarkably homogeneous in reporting the presence of landmarks, turns, breaks, ''woolly lumps'' [1] , or changes in luminosity and color at borders separating tens and hundreds on the MNL [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Here, we demonstrate that the introspective segmentation of the MNL reported by synestheses faithfully reflects [22] the spatial representation the human brain assigns to the recursive grouping of decimal numbers within the tens. We show that when adult humans make simple numerical inferences, such as estimating the midpoint of the interval between two numbers, they spontaneously break down the MNL in spatial subunits corresponding to the base of the decimal system (i.e., tens) and, more importantly, take as main references the borders and center of these units. This is revealed by the presence of systematic deviation of the subjective midpoints of number intervals away from the borders of the tens. Table S1 available online). Sixteen patients (N+H2) did not pay attention to the left side of space (neglect, N) without suffering from left-visual-field blindness (hemianopia, H), six had neglect and hemianopia (N+H+), 14 had neither neglect nor hemianopia (N2H2), and seven had hemianopia and no neglect (N2H+).
We investigated whether bisection of visual horizontal lines (length: 2, 10, and 20 cm) resembles bisection of number intervals in the MNL (3, 5, 7 , and 9 unit intervals belonging to the first three tens). Figure S1B ]. Both in patients with (N+H2 and N+H+) and without neglect (N2H2 and N2H+), rightward deviations in the bisection of number intervals were not correlated to rightward deviations in the bisection of visual lines (Tables S2A,  S2B , S2C, and S7A-S7F). Deviations on number intervals did not also correlate with neglect severity (Tables S3A-S3F) Tables S4A and  S4B) .
In neglect patients, rightward deviation in the bisection of horizontal lines in central space is enhanced when lines are placed into the neglected left hemispace and reduced with lines into the right hemispace [23] . We crucially probed similar effects in the bisection of number intervals as a function of their position on the MNL. For instance, the interval 1-5 occupies the left side of the MNL, whereas the interval 5-9, which is equivalent in length, occupies a position more to the right side. We discovered that the greater the proximity to the right end of tens, the more short 3-unit intervals were bisected to the left [F (6, 432) = 9.6, p < 0.0001; Figure 1A ]. Within 5-and 7-unit intervals, more centripetal compressions were evident, so that the closer the intervals were to the left starting point of the tens, the greater the rightward bisection shift, and vice versa [5 units: F (4, 288) = 24.5, p < 0.001; 7 units: F (2, 146) = 33.8, p < 0.001; Figures 1B and 1C] . These spatial effects ( Figures 1A-1C) were present both in patients and controls showing significant progressive rightward shifts for longer number intervals (deviating participants, D; see Figure S1 and Table S5 ) and in those showing no shift (nondeviating participants, ND). However, in D centripetal compression of midpoints was coupled with rightward bias in the bisection of 5-and 7-unit intervals [5 units: F (4, 288) = 5.6, p < 0.001; 7 units: F (2, 146) = 5.7, p < 0.01; Figures 1B and 1C ]. Most importantly, in both groups spatial compression recurred in each of the tens [3 units, F (12, 864) = 1.05, p = 0.39; 5 units, F (8, 560) = 1.73, p = 0.08; 7 units, F (4, 288) = 1.9, p = 0.10; Figure S2 and Table S6 ].
Second Study: Bisection of Number Intervals and Visual Lines in Healthy Young Participants
In a second study, we extended our observations to healthy right-handed young individuals (n = 31; mean age = 29.5 years, SD 6) who were asked to speak out as quickly as possible the midpoint of number intervals without counting and to bisect visual lines in central, left, and right space. Spatial compressions of midpoints were found for each interval length [3 units Figure S3 and Table S8 ]. Visual lines (2 cm and 20 cm) positioned in the right space were bisected further to the right with respect to lines positioned centrally or in left side of space [F (1, 58) = 3.5, p = 0.03; Figure 2D ]. The centrifugal deviation with lines lying in the right side of space was directionally opposed to the increasing centripetal leftward deviation found Values on the x axis indicate the positions occupied by the endpoints of the same number interval in the first, second, and third ten (e.g., 1-3 = 1-3, 11-13, and 21-23). Error bars represent SEM. Error percentages (i.e., percentage of wrong localizations of number interval midpoint) are reported in the bottom part of each corresponding panel. Both brain-damaged patients and healthy participants made virtually no error (i.e., less than 2% error rate) when calculating interval midpoints by summing up the numbers delimiting each interval and then dividing the sum by two. Deviating participants showed significant progressive rightward shift in the bisection of larger number intervals (see Figure S1 and Table S5 for information on deviating and nondeviating groups of participants).
in the bisection of number intervals positioned toward the right end of the MNL (Table S9 ).
Third Study: Bisection of Number Intervals Lying within or across Consecutive Tens To exclude that findings from the first two studies were due to the use of number intervals lying within the tens [10, 12] , in a third study we included in the task all 3-, 5-, and 7-unit number intervals bridging over the three different tens and tested a new sample of young right-handed participants (n = 30; mean age = 25.6 years, SD 5.17). We found spatial compression within the tens for 5 unit [F (4, 116) = 5.2, p < 0.001; Figure 3B ] and 7 unit intervals [F (2, 58) = 10.3, p < 0.001; Figure 3C ]. These effects were equivalent across different tens [5 units, F (8, 232) = 0.6, p = 0.73; 7 units, F (4, 116) = 1.3, p = 0.27; Figure S4 and Table  S10 ]. Importantly, within 7-unit intervals bridging across contiguous tens, there were positional effects analogous to those within the tens, so that the closer one boundary of the interval was to the border of a ten, the more its midpoint was shifted in the opposite direction [F (6, 174) = 2.8, p = 0.010; Figure 3C and Table S10 ]. We obtained a general estimate of spatial compression effects, by pooling together data of nondeviating normal controls from the first study (n = 21) with those of participants from the second (n = 31) and third study (n = 30). Compression of interval midpoints within the tens was significant for each interval length [3 units Figure S5 and Table S11 ]. Within 7 unit intervals, midpoints of intervals from the third ten displayed a stronger leftward shift [F (4, 324) = 2.7, p = 0.03; Figure S5 and Table S11 ].
Finally, we probed spatial compression effects within 9-unit intervals, occupying the entire extent of one ten. We found a centripetal rightward shift (+0.32 units) within the leftmost ten [1-9; F (2, 162) = 10.9, p < 0.0001], whereas shifts in the bisection of the remaining intervals were not different from zero [11-19, central 
Discussion
Behavioral and neurophysiological evidence show that representations of increasing numerosities increasingly overlap, thereby becoming progressively less discriminable from adjacent ones [24, 25] . Our findings disclose a new spatial property of the MNL, consisting of recursive symmetrical or leftward skewed compression of magnitudes away from the borders of the tens. Within the bisection of larger 7-and 9-unit number intervals, we also found some evidence of compression toward the center of the entire spatial extent subtended by the consecutive tens. These data suggest that the MNL can be simultaneously mapped both on a recursive spatial module based on tens and along a holistic representation including consecutive tens [26, 27] . More generally, our study shows that even in tasks requiring verbal responses, symbolic numbers can be represented in a compressed fashion on the MNL [28, 29] .
The centripetal bias found in the bisection of number intervals does not match the centrifugal bias that, as in our study, is most commonly found in visual-line bisection [30, 31] . This dissociation is so remarkable that six patients from our sample showed marked ipsilesional deviation in the bisection of number intervals without suffering any equivalent deficit when bisecting visual lines. Anatomical investigation confirmed this dissociation (see ''Anatomical Study'' in the Supplemental Data), by revealing the specific lesion involvement of the white matter underlying prefrontal areas implicated in magnitude processing [32] [33] [34] in all patients displaying rightward deviation in the bisection of number intervals.
By contrast, additional lesion involvement of the ventral temporal-parietal junction, which is not responsive to coding of magnitudes [32] [33] [34] but which is importantly linked to spatial neglect [35] [36] [37] , was found only in patients who showed rightward deviation also in the bisection of visual lines.
Centripetal compression of magnitudes within the tens is analogous to deviations that are found in pointing toward the remembered position of lateral targets [38, 39] . Larger centripetal deviations are observed for longer time delays between target presentation and pointing and, exactly as for the bisection of number intervals, for larger target eccentricities [38, 39] . This suggests that positioning numerals on the MNL exploits mechanisms converting the short-term retention of spatial locations into spatially appropriate motor outputs. This interpretation is in line with the proposal of a link between neural mechanisms for visual-motor guidance and number space, gathered from investigating the effects of prismatic adaptation on MNL bisection [40] . Data from the present study also point to an association between rightward deviations in the bisection of number intervals and impairments in the immediate recall of ordered sequences of spatial [12] and verbal stimuli. Both temporal factors, e.g., higher values should come after lower ones, and spatial reading habits, e.g., higher values should come after lower ones because they are to the right of smaller ones in left-to-right readers, can contribute to the mental structuring of intervals between symbolic numerals. A failure to keep in memory the initial items while exploring the ordinal sequence of numerals composing the interval might therefore contribute to rightward deviation in the bisection of longer intervals (as suggested by Van Dijck et al. [41] ). Altogether, evidence from our study suggests that explicitly individuating magnitude positions on the MNL depends on mentally conjuring and holding up ordinal numerical sequences [42, 43] in the spatial reference frame used for directing pointing-reaching movements toward memorized locations.
In summary, the recursive compression of magnitudes within the tens disclosed by our study reveals the specific effects that the cultural success of the symbolic decimal system has brought on the nonsymbolic spatial representation of magnitudes that ''humans share with non-human primates, birds and amphibians'' [14] .
Experimental Procedures
All participants provided their informed consent. The review board of the Fondazione Santa Lucia approved the research protocol of the study.
Line Bisection Task
Printed horizontal lines (A4 paper) were individually presented with their center aligned to the head-body midsagittal plane or shifted laterally by 18 cm (five trials per length and spatial position). Rightward deviations (in mm) from the line midpoint were coded as positive ones, and leftward deviations were coded as negative ones. Arcsin transform of individual average percentage deviations were submitted to group 3 line length, spatial position 3 line length, or one-way line-length ANOVAs. Correlations with other tasks were evaluated with Pearson's r.
Number Interval Bisection Task
Three-unit (example, ''4-6''), 5-unit (''3-7''), 7-unit (''2-8''), and 9-unit intervals (''1-9'') taken from within the first three tens were used (see lists of intervals in Figures S1-S4 ). The two numbers defining each interval were presented through headphones both in ascending (48 trials) and descending order (48 trials). In the third study, 3-, 5-, and 7-unit intervals bridging over the three different tens were additionally presented (see lists of intervals in Figure S2 ). Rightward deviations (in units) from the interval midpoint were coded as positive ones, leftward deviations as negative ones. Deviations were submitted to group 3 interval length or one-way interval-length ANOVAs. For each interval length, the influence of interval position was evaluated through group 3 position or one-way position ANOVAs. The direction of deviations across interval positions was confirmed through regression analysis (Lorch and Myers [44] ; see Tables S6, S8 , S10, and S11). Correlations with other tasks were evaluated with Pearson's r.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Results and Discussion, 8 figures, 12 tables, and an Anatomical Study and can be found with this article online at http://www.current-biology. com/supplemental/S0960-9822(09)00816-1.
